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 Abstract 
Quad is an all terrain vehicle (a four-wheeler bike), which was initially developed as a farm-to-town 
vehicle in isolated and mountainous areas. 
 Team Juggernaut has accepted the challenge to manufacture a vehicle with best performance in 
rugged terrains. An aspect of this project is  to  design and  document a  report that creates an 
overview of the vehicle’s construction element. The team focused on improving every single system 
on the bike to enhance performance and drivability. As a result of the design and construction 
process, the members learned the challenges and rewards of real world engineering projects. 
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DESIGN OF 
QUAD BIKE 
introduction 
There is a variety of adventure sports ,nowadays 

available in the market .Quad bike comes under 

the category .Designing an off-road vehicle 

intended for the non-professional weekend off-

road enthusiast is the general mission of our 

project . The overall objective is to have a vehicle 

that will trek through outdoor terrain with ease. 

The team focused on increasing the quality and 

optimizing the vehicle weight. We also focused 

on maximizing strength and optimizing 

effectiveness under limited resources. Creating 

an off road vehicle that is faster, more 

manoeuvrable, and easier to manufacture 

required improvements in every aspect of the 

bike. Quad bike provides a cheaper option for 

human transport into the mines and often used 

by armed forces. 

Scope Of Quad Bike 

The quad was first named a Quad tricycle and 

was initially designed, built and sold by Royal 

Enfield in 1983. It was designed to replace 

horses in pulling carriages.  

In 1967 Honda needed something that would 

sell well when Motorbike sales dipped during 

the winter months. They developed a three 

wheeled all-terrain vehicle which begun the 

popularity of the quad bike. In 1982, Suzuki 

released their first range of ATVs, this time with 

a four wheeled variant. The popularity of the 

four wheeled variant soon over shadowed the 

three wheeled one and other companies quickly 

followed suit. American companies saw the 

success of the four wheeled bike and developed 

their own. In 1985 the Polaris Industries created 

the first American Quad Bike. Due to increased 

safety concerns the three wheeled bike became 

less popular and eventually production of the 

vehicles stopped altogether when governing 

bodies declared them too unsafe to be sold.  

  Even with four wheels the Quad bike is seen as 

a dangerous vehicle if incorrectly used and new 

legislation is often discussed in relation to the 

use of Quad bikes. Quad bikes are generally a 

high end vehicle ,which often costs more than  

Rs.300000 /- ,for a 90cc engine .We managed to 

make it under Rs. 150000 /- .So we are sure that 

our project will have a high demand in the 

industry and also we are hoping to get orders 

from racing guns . 

 

About Quad Bike  

A  quad, quad bike, three-wheeler, or four-

wheeler, is defined by the American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) as a vehicle that 

travels on low-pressure tires, with a seat that is 

straddled by the operator, along with handlebars 

for steering control. As the name implies, it is 

designed to handle a wider variety of terrain 

than most other vehicles. Although it is a street-

legal vehicle in some countries, it is not street-

legal within most states and provinces of 

Australia, the United States or Canada. 

By the current ANSI definition, ATVs are 

intended for use by a single operator, although 
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some companies have developed ATVs intended 

for use by the operator and one passenger. 

These ATVs are referred to as tandem ATVs 

The rider sits on and operates these vehicles like 

a motorcycle, but the extra wheels give more 

stability at slower speeds. Although equipped 

with three or four wheels, six-wheel models exist 

for specialized applications. Engine sizes of ATVs 

currently for sale in the United States, (as of 

2008 products), range from 49 to 1,000 cc (3 to 

61 cu in). 

Quad Bike in India 

On 10th March 2014 , A Bangalore High Court 

ruling has made it possible for RTO in Karnataka 

to register ATVs. Until recently these All Terrain 

Vehicles or Quad Bikes were restricted to off-

road use only; one wasn’t allowed to ride/drive 

them on public roads and they could only be 

used in private farms or property. Adventurers 

and ATVs owners can rejoice as the situation is 

set to change and from the report in daily 

Bangalore Mirror, at least  ATV owners in 

Karnataka can have a sigh of relief as they can 

now head to their nearest RTO and register their 

quad bikes and drive them on the road. Quad 

Bikes are also finding  application in agricultural 

and mining sectors. After several steps taken by 

government ,the craze of Quad Bike  has 

increased. Companies like Polaris and Yamaha 

have started selling their  products in India 

Quad Bike in Foreign Countries 

Amongst foreign countries United States is the 

most valuable market in Quad Bike .There are 

lots of enthusiasts who own Quad Bike for 

recreational purposes. Lots of societies and 

groups have been formed who hold regular 

competition ,though some strict rules have been 

made regarding Quad Bike . 

In United Kingdom , Quad Bikes are recognised 

as vehicles having  550kg and  4 wheels .Riding 

Quad Bike on public road is not allowed and 

requires a special licence . 

In Australia ,some years ago Quad Bikes were 

legal but now after lots of accident cases 

registered, they have been prohibited on public 

road 

Parts of Quad Bike 

In Quad Bike there are seven main parts- 

 Engine  

 Chassis 

 Transmission 

 Steering 

 Tyre  

 Brake  

 Suspension 

 

Chassis  

The Chassis  is the component in charge of 

supporting all other vehicle's subsystems with 

the plus of taking bike of the driver safety at all 

time. The chassis design need to be prepared for 

impacts created in any certain crash or rollover. 

It must be strong and durable taking always in 

account the weight distribution for a better 

performance. 
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 During the design and implementation of the 

chassis the principal aspects focused on were 

Driver’s safety, Suspension and drive train 

integration, Structural Rigidity and weight along 

with Ergonomics and Aesthetics. 

Tube dimension  

Material used: IS 1239 

Outer Diameter : 25.4 mm 

Thickness: 2 mm 

Finite Element Analysis  

Analysis of the roll cage was performed in ANSYS 

15 using the co-ordinates obtained from CATIA 

V5  

Analysis Type Force Maximum 
Deformation 

Front Impact 4G 2.0561 

Rear  Impact 4G 5.9826 

Side Impact 4G 2.9417 

Drop Test 4G 5.8766 

 

 

Drop Test 

 

 

Rear Impact 

 

Side Impact 

 

Front Impact 
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Engine 

We did a comparison between the various 

available engines in the market, they are as 

follows- 

Specific
ation 

BAJAJ 
Pulsar 
220 

TVS 
Apache 
180 

HERO 
Karizm
a ZMR 

Honda 
CBR 
250R 

Engine 
Displac
ement 

220cc 177.4cc 223cc 249.6c
c 

Type of 
Engine 
 

DTSi 
Air 
cooled 
4 
stroke 

4 stroke 
air 
cooled  

Liquid 
cooled 
4 
stroke, 
fuel 
injecti
on 

4 
stroke 
liquid 
cooled 
DUHC 

No of 
cylinder
s 

1 1 1 1 

Valves 
per 
cylinder 

4 2 2 4 

Max 
power 

20.75B
HP 
@850
0RPM 

17.03 
BHP@85
00RPM 

17.6B
HP 
@850
0RPM 

25BHP 
@ 
8500R
PM 

Torque 19.12 
Nm 
@700
0RPM 

15.5 Nm 
@6500R
PM 

18.35 
Nm 
@600
0RPM 

22.9N
m 
@700
0RPM 

Compre
ssion 
ratio 

11.5:1 9.5:1 9:1 10.7:1 

Clutch Wet 
multi 
plate 

Wet 
multi 
plate 

Wet 
multi 
plate 

Wet 
multi 
plate 

 

By looking at comparison between the different 

parameters ,cost and market availability we 

come to inference that Pulsar 220 engine is the 

best option. 

Brake   

The objective of the braking system is to provide 

a reliable and prompt deceleration for the 

vehicle or in simpler words, the purpose of the 

braking system is to slow down the speed of 

vehicle or to stop it. When a brake is applied to a 

vehicle, its kinetic energy is converted into heat 

energy and thus the motion of the vehicle stops. 

Important objectives were considered during the 

designing of braking system. The primary 

objectives were that it should be capable of 

stopping the Quad with a weight of 204 kg  

running with a speed of 60 km/h or 16.66 m/s in 

14.996m both in a static as well as dynamic 

conditions on a paved and unpaved surfaces , 

pedal must directly actuate the master cylinder 

through a rigid link , must be light in weight so 

that it should prevent air bubbles formation 

within the brake lines, brakes on the driven axle 

must operate through the final drive , driver 

must have complete control of the vehicle while 

the brakes are activated, brakes should be 

capable of locking up all four wheels while on 

the pavement  and must have good ergonomics 

as every driver get suited to paddle assembly 

fitment. Braking system contained two 

independent hydraulic systems, each with their 

own fluid reserves . 

 Design of Braking 

The braking system was selected based on the 
braking torque requirements obtained from 
dynamic load on driveshaft. The changes in 
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axle load during braking depend upon the 
static laden conditions and deceleration  
Front axle dynamic load is given as (Wf)  
 
Wf = W1 + (α/g) × W × (H/L)  
Wf = 105.75 + (6.37/9.81) × 204 × (11.5/55)  
Wf = 135.09 N , 
 
Rear axle dynamic load is given as (Wr)  
 
Wr = W2 - (α/g) × W × (H/L)  
Wr = 129.25 - (6.37/9.81) × 204 × (11.5/55)  
Wr = 99.86N  

Where,  
W1 = Static load on the front wheel (each) = 
105.75 kg  
W2 = Static load on the rear wheel (each) = 
129.25 kg  
α = retardation of the vehicle  
W = Weight of the vehicle = 204 kg  
H = Distance of C.G from ground = 536.829 
mm (21.13 in.)  
L = Wheel Base = 1397 mm (55 in.)  
 
Retardation of vehicle was obtained from the 
minimum stopping distance of vehicle at 
maximum speed travelling on a flat road. And 
the minimum stopping distance of the vehicle 
was calculated using the work energy 
principle. Retardation of the vehicle was found 
out to be α = 6.37 m/s2. Thus, the value of 
dynamic load on front and rear axle was found 
to be 133.169 kg and 160.012 kg respectively.  
The braking torque distribution available at 

the front and rear discs was obtained by using 

the following formulas 

Torque at each front disc is given as (Tf)  

Tf = Wf × (f/g) × Rf  

Tf = 135.09 × (6.37/9.81) × 12.5  
Tf = 1096.48 Nm  
Torque at each rear disc is given as (Tr)  
Tr = Wr × (f/g) × Rr  

Tr = 99.86 × (6.37/9.81)×12.5  
Tr = 810.53 Nm 

Where,  
Rf = Radius of front tires = 12.5"  
Rr = Radius of rear tires = 12.5"  
f = Deceleration due to braking = 6.37 m/s2 
x = Distance of C.G from rear axle = 609.6 mm 

(24 in.) 

The hydraulic disc brakes [Polaris, Stainless steel 

with diameter 240 mm ] were used as discs are 

directly in contact with cooling air, thus no 

separate cooling system for brakes, brake pads 

undergo uniform wear; this is beneficial since 

ATV requires frequent use of brakes, no loss of 

braking efficiency due to expansion/contraction 

of disc, total weight of disc-brake arrangement is 

less than other brake arrangements and applying 

brake is very easy as fluid exerts equal pressure 

everywhere; hence the required biasing of the 

brakes can be achieved at front and rear wheels 

easily. Also the system is simple in construction 

and due to absence of joints compared to 

mechanical brakes has less wear rate. The brake 

pedal used to apply the brake is of spring return 

foot lever type. 

Suspension 

In order to resist the bumps and jerks that 

usually occur in an off-road track, an integrated 

approach of design is developed to obtain an 

optimized geometry of a system which 

contributes to the vehicle’s handling and braking 

for a better safety driving, to keep the driver as 

isolated as possible from bumps, vibrations and 

give the drivers a fun-to-drive experience. This 

geometrical system is termed as suspension 

system. The suspension system of an automobile 
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is located between the rigid frame and the travel 

wheels. A Quad  has its maximum running on 

off-road track which consists of all kinds of 

obstacles that could easily bind up the 

suspension of any other road vehicle. Thus, to 

make it  compatible to the off-road conditions, 

suspension system was designed in such a way 

that the vehicle can handle the roughest of 

bumps without affecting the vehicle’s stability.  

The primary objectives considered during 

designing were that the suspension system must 

provide maximum suspension travel as well as 

the comfort and greater control to the driver, to 

maximize the contact between the tire and the 

track surface, must be able to keep the vehicle 

stable and to reduce the vibrations of the vehicle 

over rough, unpredictable terrain and give the 

maximum ground clearance to the vehicle, must 

be light weighted which will increase the 

performance of the suspension system, must be 

neutral to slightly over steer due to the tight 

cornering in a manoeuvrability and uniformly 

weight distribution among front and rear 

suspension system as it is used to locate the 

longitudinal centre  of gravity. The research was 

conducted to find out the best possible 

suspension system for the Quad bike. Different 

types of suspension systems were recognized, 

each with their own advantages and 

disadvantages. After thoroughly researching and 

ranking the different suspension systems 

characteristics, unequal length double wishbone 

coil-over front and  swing arm suspension for 

rear suspension system was selected as double 

wishbone designs allows for the most control of 

ride behaviour, isolation of individual tire 

movement and provide excellent ride height and 

manoeuvrability for Quad bike .  

 

Suspension parameters 

percentage of antidive =25.664 

The geometry of suspension was obtained by 

using lotus suspension analysis and appropriate   

 

 

geometry obtained by lotus suspension analysis  

(front view) 

 

isometric view 
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graph of anti dive  vs travel      

graph of castor vs travel 

 

graph of camber  vs  travel              

The camber angle of Quad bike is negative as 

positive value is not stable and its value is 20 

degrees as it improves grip during cornering and 

stability when landing rom a jump. Keeping the 

camber of the vehicle in the slightly negative 

range would ensure desirable handling 

characteristics in bump, and was examined more 

closely in roll to account for possible roll steer 

developed by this force. The roll camber 

coefficient graph given below is with a negative 

slope and it is close to one in bump travel while 

it increases with droop travel. This helps in 

rolling motion as the weight of the vehicle is 

transferred to the outer wheel and the camber 

angle of the outer wheel remains close to the 

roll angle of the vehicle . This maximizes the 

contact patch the outer wheel supporting most 

of the weight of the vehicle while the angle of 

the inner wheel, which is unloaded rapidly, gains 

positive camber more than the roll angle thus 

further adding to the stability . Figure shows the 

roll camber coefficient graph . 

Caster angle of the Quad bike is positive and its 

value is 10 degrees as it forces the front of the 

vehicle to be lifted slightly when steered, 

providing force feedback that centres the 

steering helping the driver to maintain a straight 

line. The most important parameter that affects 

camber was the design of the knuckle, 

specifically the kingpin angle. As the kingpin angle 

increases, the effect of castor angle diminishes. 

Therefore, kingpin angle was angled to 2 degrees 

in order to maintain reasonable link and knuckle 

angles that would be able to handle the forces 

involved and be manufactured. An important 

parameter was the force center of gravity 

exerted on the vehicle. 
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installation ratio = (b/a)*ACF =0.6059 

Installation ratio  

The installation ration is defined as the rate of 

change of spring compression with wheel 

movement 

distance of wheel from pivot (a)=19.335 inches 

distance of spring point from pivot (b) = 15 

inches  

angle=38.638 degree 

angle correction factor (ACF) =cos(38.638) 

                                = .7811 

Transmission 

Transmission System here refers to simply a gear 

box with gear shifting mechanism . It provides 

desired torque and speed drawing power from 

the source – the engine rotating at higher speed. 

A transmission has multiple gear ratios with the 

ability to switch between them as speed varies. 

This switching may be done manually (by the 

operator) or automatically (in automatic 

transmission). Directional (forward and reverse) 

control is also provided. The transmission is 

generally connected to the engine crankshaft via 

a Clutch. At lower gear (1, 2 etc) output speed 

is low but torque very high. Gear Ratio is high. 

This is used to move the vehicle from stationary 

condition or to negotiate a gradient. At higher 

gear (4, 5 etc) output speed is high but torque is 

low. Here the Gear Ratio is low. This is used to 

move the vehicle in high speed. We used a chain 

driven mechanism to transmit power from 

engine gearbox to the rear axle. The drive 

sprocket has 14 teeth and rear sprocket has 41 

teeth 

Ergonomics and safety  

Ergonomics has a wide application in human 

society nowadays. Humans need more 

comfortable environment of living and safer 

working condition. The goal to apply 

ergonomics technology on the design of the 

equipments and systems is to ensure humans 

with them in complete harmony. So 

engineers always put ergonomics in the more 

important position in the design.  

 
Ergonomics analysis 

 Open Vision Analysis 

 RULA Analysis  

Open Vision Analysis 

Vision analysis is needed to simulate the visual 

perception of an observer within a virtual 

illuminated environment. Vision analysis also 

provides optical properties to all objects in the 

virtual scene define the emission of all sources 

involved and can be simulate the global lighting 

environment for detecting glares, stray light, 

colour washout, detection 

threshold in order to improve safety and 

comfort. 
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vision analysis 

 

In this case 

Horizontal monocular 100o Horizontal 

ambinocular 120o, Vertical top and Bottom 35o, 

Central 6o selected. The full bike model needed 

to analysis the vision to know whether the 

driver can see properly. 

 

RULA  Analysis 

 

The RULA (Rapid Upper Limb Assessment) 

system was developed at the University of 

Nottingham's Institute for Occupational 

Ergonomics. It was developed to investigate 

the exposure of individual workers to risks 

associated with work-related upper limb 

disorders.  
 

 
RULA Analysis results  

 

Conclusion  
The work was divided into five subgroups in 

order to design all the main aspects of the 

vehicle. The subgroups were: roll cage, 

powertrain, suspension, braking and steering. 

The design work for each of the subsystems of 

the vehicle were made by the selection of 

components while keeping in mind the safety, 

performance, weight, reliability and last of all, 

cost. The primary goal was to build the lightest 

frame, best possible powertrain and best 

suspensions to maximize performance of the 

vehicle. The Dessault Systems CATIA V5 R21 

software was used for designing and it was 

analyzed on Ansys - 15. The performance, needs, 

serviceability, affordability and reliability were 

kept in mind while designing this Baja vehicle. 

The process of designing the Baja vehicle was 

not a simple task; as a matter of fact it took a lot 

of effort to make a best possible and final 

product. 
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Final Vehicle Design  
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